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PatientsAnimal models
Dose verification 
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Dose selection
Mol. toxicology

High attrition rates remain a reality of pharmaceutical R&D. By providing a wealth of  valuable information not offered by 
other technologies, metabolomics (Mx) can help  improve results. The versatility of metabolomics makes it a valuable tool for 
your  biomarker strategy from discovery to approval.

Smooth translation from mouse to man

Discovery Preclinical 
research

Clinical  
development 

Approval/ 
Market

Fit for purpose technology across the pharmaceutical R&D workflow



Metabolomics allows for a better functional understanding of effects and toxicities of pharmaceutical compounds.  Plasma 
metabolomics can serve as a liquid biopsy for translational pharmacodynamic biomarker studies, as shown here for an 
 investigational PI3K inhibitor*:
— 26 metabolites with dose-dependent response to PI3K inhibition
— 22 of which successfully replicated in a Phase I clinical trial
— Altered levels of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) in line with dose-limiting hyperglycemia

*published in Ang et al., Mol Cancer Ther 2016
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Metabolomics as an ideal tool to support preclinical and clinical research

Crossing the translation barrier

Improved translation 

Added valueAdded value

Endogenous metabolism highly 
conserved across species
Small sample amounts (10µl)  
enable longitudinal sampling

Advantage in clinical research

Reproducing new targets from 
 academic research
Mx vulnerabilities inform on 
 supportive therapies in clinical trials

Monitor/stratify patients 
 according to preclinical  
Mx response biomarkers
CDx strategy based on bio-
chemical response, not target 
expression 

Translational research program 
without technological change
Feedback of clinical findings 
into preclinical studies

Case study PI3K inhibition — Translation of Mx-based pharmacodynamic biomarkers

Mouse xenograft Phase I clinical trial

Translation barrier

Reverse translation barrier

Preclinical 
research

Clinical  
development 

Ideally, the pharmaceutical R&D cycle flows smoothly from discovery to market  approval. In reality, the development of  
a novel therapeutic faces immense challenges in transitio ning from phase to phase. Consequently, only a fraction of 
 compounds evaluated in the clinical stages of development eventually reach the market. Metabolomics can be a key 
 technology in addressing those challenges.
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Identifying response determinants, enabling patient management

Metabolomics can improve our understanding of treatment response factors, improve success rates of development 
 programs and have a positive impact on patient outcomes in multiple ways:
— Identification of likely responders at baseline with an approach independent of target expression
— Discovery of novel approaches to enhance response
— Early assessment of sustained response, relapse and/or disease progression
— Sensitive molecular toxicology approach

Knowledge about the determinants and prerequisites for therapeutic response can help move development programs 
 forward, improve therapy compliance, and has health economic benefits.

Metabolomics as performance CDx for 
 patient stratif ication

Non-responder  
sub-group

Responder sub-group

Variable response   
need for stratification



Your compound makes the change  I   5

Predicted non-responder

Predicted responder

Performance 
CDx

Mock et al.* have shown the potential of metabolomics-based biomarker signatures as Performance CDx. They have 
 confirmed that response to immune checkpoint inhibitors is not defined by expression of immune checkpoints alone.

The study in patients with urological cancers treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors found that
— Age together with a certain group of lipid metabolites helps assign patients to responder or non-responder group at 

baseline (ROC 0.935)
— Lipids that contain very-long-chain fatty acids (VLCFA, with 22 or more C atoms) drive this effect
— Probable mechanistic explanations are enhanced peroxisomal function and anti-tumor immunity

As VLCFA are contained in nutritional sources such as fish or fish oil, there might be an easy nutritional approach that could 
improve response to immunotherapeutics.

*Mock et al., Cancer Immunol Immunother, 2019

Case study — Response prediction in immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy
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Hypothesis verification – specialized metabolomics assays

Hypothesis generation – broad metabolic profiling

Read more

MxP® Quant 500 kitOur technology

Applications of  
metabolomics
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Get a detailed view of how you can 
implement our kits in your laboratory 
and which kit is best to choose for your 
application.

biocrates.com/our-technology

Understand where metabolomics  
is already changing lives today.

biocrates.com/applications

Our most comprehensive kit for  targeted   
metabolic profiling  covers up to 630  
meta bolites from 26  biochemical classes.

biocrates.com/mxp-quant-500-kit

From hypothesis generation to verification

Dive into your favorite pathway

Most comprehensive pathway coverage  
to study mechanisms of disease, nutrition  
and the microbiome
Up to 630 metabolites, including 107 small  
molecules  & 523 lipids

Focus on relevant pathways with increased sensitivity  
and deeper coverage

Functional  data analysis  and biological  insights

Tryptophan assay
  17 metabolites

Acylcarnitine assay
  44 metabolites

AbsoluteIDQ® Bile Acids kit
  20 bile acids

AbsoluteIDQ® Stero17 kit
  17 steroid hormones

SCFA+ assay
  19 metabolites

Oxysterol assay
  18 metabolites

available as a service onlybiocrates kits

The leading metabolomics tool for broad  
metabolic profiling
Relevant to key biological functions
Advanced biological interpretation with 234 
metabolism indicators (predefined and proven 
sums and ratios) with MetaboINDICATOR™

MxP® Quant 500 kit

Compatibility

Suitably mass spectrometry systems for 
biocrates’ kit portfolio.

biocrates.com/compatibility
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